Therapeutic dormancy to delay postsurgical glioma recurrence: the past, present and promise of focal hypothermia.
Surgery precedes both radiotherapy and chemotherapy as the first-line therapy for glioma. However, despite multimodal treatment, most glioma patients die from local recurrence in the resection margin. Glioma surgery is inherently lesional, and the response of brain tissue to surgery includes hemostasis, angiogenesis, reactive gliosis and inflammation. Unfortunately, these processes are also associated with tumorigenic side-effects. An increasing amount of evidence indicates that the response to a surgery-related brain injury is hijacked by residual glioma cells and participates in the local regeneration of tumor tissues at the resection margin. Inducing therapeutic hypothermia in the brain has long been used to treat the secondary damage, such as neuroinflammation and edema, that are caused by accidental traumatic brain injuries. There is compelling evidence to suggest that inducing therapeutic hypothermia at the resection margin would delay the local recurrence of glioma by (i) limiting cell proliferation, (ii) disrupting the pathological connection between inflammation and glioma recurrence, and (iii) limiting the consequences of the functional heterogeneity and complexity inherent to the tumor ecosystem. While the global whole-body cooling methods that are currently used to treat stroke in clinical practice may not adequately treat the resection margin, the future lies in implantable focal microcooling devices similar to those under development for the treatment of epilepsy. Preclinical and clinical strategies to evaluate focal hypothermia must be implemented to prevent glioma recurrence in the resection margin. Placing the resection margin in a state of hibernation may potentially provide such a long-awaited therapeutic breakthrough.